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FEATURED
Holiday Stress & Anxiety

Ages 4-6 Ages 7-12
Ages 13-17
Teaching Kindness
Kindness With Cards
Project!

KIDS RULE!
Children are magic because
they look for it.

HOLIDAY STRESS & ANXIETY IN CHILDREN
The holidays are a fun and joyous time

Set a Calm Example

Remember the Importance of Routines

but also a very busy one, and holiday

The most important way parents can

The holidays can throw a big wrench into

stress and anxiety in children can and

help ease anxiety in children during the

household routines, and that can play a

does happen.

holidays is by trying to keep things

role in anxiety in children. To minimize

relaxed as much as possible. As with so

holiday stress in your kids, try to get

During the holidays, there are lots of

many situations, the way parents

routines back on track once an event or

fun activities and events going on, both

handle an issue can set the tone for

party is over. For instance, if a school

at home and at school. And while that

how their kids will behave. If you let

holiday concert or a church gathering

can be a good thing, the reality is that

holiday stress get to you, your kids will

goes past your child’s bedtime, try to

all that hustle and bustle means

definitely pick up on it, and child

stick to quiet, calm activities the next

schedules are often out of whack,

anxiety is more likely to be a problem in

day and get your child to bed on time

bedtimes get pushed back, and

your house.

the next night.

inevitable that kids may feel some

Set up Conditions for Good Behavior

Avoid Overscheduling

degree of holiday stress.

Avoid taking your child to places, such

As tempting as it may be to accept every

as the mall or holiday gatherings, when

invitation from friends and family, try to

Here are some tips to help your child

he or she is hungry or tired. It’s hard,

limit your holiday parties and activities so

get the most fun out of the holiday

even for grown-ups, to deal with noise

that you and your child are not

season!

and lots of stimulation when they’re not

overwhelmed.

routines are disrupted. As a result, it’s

feeling their best; kids get hungry more

Get Your Child Moving

often and become tired more easily.

Schedule Some Quiet Time

Fresh air and exercise are essential for

Having some peace and quiet with your

boosting mood and re-setting the

child is more important than ever during

spirit, which can alleviate holiday stress

the busy holiday season. Find a quiet

and anxiety in children.

corner and read a book with your child.
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https://www.verywellfamily.com/holiday-stress-and-anxiety-in-children-620516
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PATHFINDERS AGES 4-6 & 7-12
TEACHING KINDNESS

AGES 13-17

Kindness With Cards

As parents, one of our greatest

Here are some fun and easy ways

hopes is that our kids will be kind

that you can teach your child

In Pathfinders this month groups

and good people. When they have

kindness:

will be working on a project called

a choice to help others, we hope

Send kind thoughts.

"Kindness With Cards." They will be

they will. We never want them to

Share stories of kindness.

making holiday cards for seniors

Smile more often.

who reside in area nursing homes.

Give compliments.

These cards will be collected and

Practice random acts of

then dispersed to residents at

kindness.

nursing homes in Cherokee County.

Volunteer for good.

Kindness With Cards, is teaching

be cruel, intolerant, or prejudiced.

But let's face it. It's not always easy
to be kind, even for us. Even
grown-ups don't want to share our

Pathfinders that even small acts of

toys sometimes. Helping others can
seem hard when we feel like we
don't have the help we need
ourselves.

Being kind to others feels good. It

kindness matter! What are some

helps take our attention off of

things that you can do with your

our own troubles, and also

child or teenager that could show

creates a feeling of

someone kindness? Tis' The Season!

interconnectedness. Together,

The good news is that kindness can
be learned; just like any other

we can make the world a better
place with acts of kindness both

behavior, it can be trained through
repetition. The most dominant way

big and small. Let’s make
kindness the new cool.

children learn new behaviors is by
copying those around them. Which
means we adults have a powerful

Ask your child or teenager what
things they are learning in

opportunity, and responsibility, to

Pathfinders about kindness. Ask

teach by example.

them what kindness means to
them? Start the conversation!

https://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-27967/7-fun-ways-to-teach-kindness-to-kids.html

If you think your child would benefit from services please give one of our offices a call. We would be more than happy to answer
any questions and explain further, what services your child may be eligible for.

A healthy child, is a happy child.
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Riverton Office

Columbus Office

6610 SE Quakervale Rd.

201 W Walnut

Riverton, KS 66770

Columbus, KS 66725

620-848-2300

620-429-1860

www.springrivermh.org

After Hours Crisis Line
1-866-634-2301
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